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Abstract
Biorepositories collect biospecimens like blood and tissue from the patients along with associated clinical and pathological data. Medical research tends to require sharing of biospecimens and associated data at a large scale across multiple biorepositories. The objective of this review is to identify issues faced and recommendations made in sharing biospecimens data. Our review identified that significant amount of work has been done in the past and biorepositories can take advantage of this work by working collectively.
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1. Introduction

Biorepositories, also called biobanks, are collections of biospecimens for conducting research. The human Biorepositories collect and preserve biospecimens like blood, tissue, bone marrow, etc., from the general population or patients with specific clinical diagnosis. Associated clinical and pathological data are also collected with biospecimens. The collected biospecimens are sometimes stored for more than a decade. Hence, biorepository information systems are used to maintain the data associated with biological specimens. The type of biorepository information systems used vary on biorepository size and type. However, human Biorepositories usually use Microsoft Excel/Access, custom built or open source web applications.

Biomedical research, especially in cancer research, tends to require sharing of biospecimens and associated data at a large scale across hospitals, research institutions and organizations[1]. It has been agreed upon that sharing data and resources between biorepository information systems will contribute to improving our health system as recognized in the Data Sharing directive of the National Institutes of Health[2]. Sharing data between biorepository information systems allows for greater access to data from all health systems and may advance our understanding of human health and diseases. However, biorepository information systems have limitations when it comes to sharing data locally and internationally between various Biorepositories[1, 2]. Biorepository information systems must share a set of common data elements (CDE), or a common standards framework to achieve reproducible, inter-institutional data sharing. The issue with achieving a set of CDEs is that biorepository information systems have been developed from a variety of perspectives and are therefore often difficult to integrate or network within and across organizations[3]. Even within organizations, it has been found that new databases are created for each study as scientific data stored in disparate formats, and/or as systems in multiple sites with different workflows making it difficult to aggregate data across studies for meta-analysis. Issues with the lack in common data elements in data systems include not allowing real time access to data collections, or fine-tuning data collection strategy in the field collection stage[4]. The need to standardize common data elements between institutions is growing as biospecimen collections around the world are increasing as evidenced with the DCEG biospecimen program which is rising at an annual rate of over 15% since 1999[4].

There have been many attempts at achieving inter-institutional collaborative research, successful examples include the Cooperative Prostate Cancer Tissue Resource (CPCTR), Pennsylvania Cancer Alliance for Bioinformatics Consortium (PCABC), Cooperative Breast Cancer Tissue Resource (CBCTR), Cooperative Human Tissue Network (CHTN), Cancer Family Registries (CFR), and the Early Detection Research Network (EDRN), however there still lacks an agreed common set of data elements globally[5-8]. To achieve inter-institutional collaborative research on a global scale, we have to analyze systems that have been successfully integrated with other systems using a defined set of common data elements and understand what factors made it successful as well as the issues that were incurred. Hence, a systematic literature review was conducted on literature published between 1995-2013 to identify, analyze and summarize these data sharing challenges, and also discuss the solutions proposed in literature. The main objective of this review is to highlight the longstanding issues faced by researchers in sharing biospecimens data at an individual biorepository level. As per our knowledge, no such review has been carried out before and hopefully the findings can then be useful in addressing the challenges at a global scale.

2. Methods

A search for literature written in English was conducted using the following databases: Google Scholar, Springerlink, Wiley InterScience, Science Direct, Scirus, IEEE Xplore, PubMed. Keywords were discovered by reading relevant literature and by using the thesaurus to find any words relating to biorepository information management systems. Keywords used to comprehensively search through the databases was sorted into two groups (Table 1) to reduce the chances of missing relevant articles. The first group included words relating to biorepositories, the second group related to information systems. All databases were then
searched for any papers that contained one word from group 1 as well as one word from group 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>&quot;tissue banks&quot;, &quot;tissue repositories&quot;, biobank, biorepositories, biospecimens, &quot;biological specimens&quot;, &quot;tumour banks&quot;, &quot;tumor banks&quot;, &quot;bio-banks&quot;, &quot;bio-repositories&quot;, &quot;bio-specimens&quot;, &quot;biological specimens&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>DBM, &quot;management systems&quot;, &quot;inventory systems&quot;, LIS, LIMS, BIMS, app, application, &quot;application software&quot;, &quot;application system&quot;, &quot;application package&quot;, &quot;bundled software&quot;, software, &quot;software application&quot;, &quot;information system&quot;, program, package, DBMS, &quot;database management system&quot;, &quot;laboratory information management system&quot;, &quot;laboratory information system&quot;, &quot;biobank information management system&quot;, &quot;enterprise system&quot;, informatics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Keyword Groups used for literature survey

An example of a search phrase used would be:
"tissue banks" AND (DBM OR "management systems" OR "inventory systems" OR LIS OR LIMS OR BIMS OR app OR application OR "application software" OR "application system" OR "application package" OR "bundled software" OR software OR "software application" OR "information system" OR program OR package OR DBMS OR "database management system" OR "laboratory information management system" OR "laboratory information system" OR "biobank information management system" OR "enterprise system" OR informatics).

In terms of exclusion criteria, papers published before 1995 were excluded. Patents, citations, reference papers, abstracts as well as any paper written in languages other than English were also excluded. Articles were excluded if they did not describe or discuss biorepository information systems data sharing aspects. The research methodology was based on Kitchenham[10]. The screening process is illustrated in Figure 1.

3. Results

Electronic databases were screened using the keywords stated in Table 1, after which 72,443 results were found to include keywords related to Biorepositories and information systems. Of these articles 911 were found to relate to our review based on their title. Of these 911 articles, 474 papers had abstracts describing biorepository information systems and 358 articles were found to have been repeated from previous searches. Finally, 21 papers were found to describe examples and issues of biorepository data sharing after analyzing the full text [1-3, 5-9, 11-26]. These papers were shortlisted for this literature review. In all the studies identified data sharing challenges are highlighted with examples and at the same time recommendations were made to address those challenges. Our review highlights these challenges and recommendations in the following sections.

3.1. Challenges

Our review study identified several challenges documented in literature. At first we noticed that isolated development of databases is a major challenge followed by entry barriers, different regulations between countries, interpretations of Common Data Elements

Figure 1. Article screening and selection process.
and free text records. These challenges need to be considered in future biobanking informatics studies.

3.1.1. Isolated development of databases & Common Semantics

Databases for biospecimens are often developed in isolation of other databases or research systems, and therefore have challenges in developing a common framework. Challenges in developing in conjunction with other systems include conflicting requirements and design patterns. Common frameworks are needed for biorepositories to integrate with anatomic and clinical pathology information systems which produces efficient workflows\[3\]. An issue with common semantics is that differing areas of clinical practice tend to develop their own actual or de facto standards (both terminology and common data elements) somewhat in isolation of other areas. Lack of participation by institutions in the development of these standards can often lead to reluctance to adopt them, even if the standards meet the needs of the new community. The general approach to problems is twofold, harmonization and community involvement\[27\].

The database TubaFrost is a virtual European human tumor tissue bank designed for the scientific community which is composed of high quality frozen tumor tissue sample collections\[23\]. All tissue material is stored at the local repositories of the cancer centers and universities, but an online network system links all the local tumor banks together. The TubaFrost network generates common data elements for all specimens by getting collectors to register through the central database using a user name and password to upload specimens from their local storage locations. Initial problems found when implementing this database was with the internet based automatic update system due to the diversity of computerized inventory systems and IT security rules used by the participating institutions as well as the local languages used for patient data description. To combat this problem tissue records were uploaded individually or in batches, which could be done manually or automatically from the local database. For this to be done a universal export file was needed, wherein all databases were compatible with a tab-delimited text file format (*.txt), which was used to export tissue records to the central database. Records are checked for errors before being uploaded into the central database\[14\].

Even after implementing that, the challenge in integrating data from different data sources is not resolved mainly because the information is structured in different data sources. Data integration has three steps: i) data is extracted and harmonized into a common format, ii) data is transferred into the data mart, and iii) data is loaded into a federated database. During these three steps, systems need to know the common semantics for linking the data\[19\].

3.1.2. Entry barriers & resistance

To achieve widespread adoption of sharing data between biorepositories, it is important to keep costs and barriers to use standards and common semantics \[3, 20, 28\]. A major weakness is the enormous amount of time needed to be invested before information can be retrieved, as information on samples continuously evolve and numbers of specimens rapidly increase. The federated biospecimens database project by University of Helsinki showed that it is possible to share complex phenotype/genotype information between Australia and European countries but also highlighted fear of sharing data due to who will access it\[29\]. Muilu et al. and Colledge et al. also highlighted that biobanks often show resistance to share data because of entry barriers, like lack of resources and technical expertise\[29, 30\].

3.1.3. Different regulations between countries & language barriers

The regulatory requirements in different countries tend to develop in isolation, differing in safety of privacy and intellectual property environment \[18\]. The language differences between countries may require translations of common standardized terminologies which may not be practical. Common data elements can be difficult to integrate as language differences and variations in coding systems make uploading local data to central database difficult as all local terms need to be converted to English. This may not be practical for all biobanks spread across geographically\[31\].

3.1.4. Different interpretations of CDE between institutions

CDE developed by various institutions might have different objectives and goals for CDE development. This creates an opportunity for bias and confusion. The same common data element can be interpreted very differently by different organizations. Merging CDE...
from multiple institutions or organizations can result in the loss of consistency and quality as different institutions have different interpretations of the CDE. Collection and local storage of metadata for each of the CDEs and common quality assurance protocol is needed across institutions to ensure all biorepositories report CDEs in the same manner \[6, 22\]. However, issues might include keeping up with ongoing annotation of older cases while adding newer cases which become increasingly time- and labor-intensive. Another issue was some PSA values were unidentifiable due to certain patient healthcare habits. It is hard to share data without a common framework. These issues are clearly emphasized by Patel et al. with their Tumor repository project \[6, 21, 22\]. Common terminologies may solve collaborations from geographically distributed researchers of the same domain, but this needs to be discussed when designing databases\[32\].

3.1.5. Protecting patients’ privacy when sharing data

In the recent years, patients’ privacy in research has become one of the highly discussed topics in research communities. Researchers accessing biospecimens to conduct studies need access to patient data associated with the specimen. Often this data is distributed by biorepository staff in de-identified format to researchers with valid Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval. However, the biorepository staff have access to identified patient data. Hence, the biorepository staff needs to go through the process of de-identification using honest broker services on ad hoc basis. This is a significant challenge in sharing data with biobanks. In other words, it is difficult to share data automatically without an automated de-identification mechanism. Although there are several automated de-identification systems, the accuracy of such systems is low \[33-35\]. However, de-identification systems are getting better over time.

3.1.6. Issues in integrating unstructured data

Most of individual and small biorepositories store specimen data and clinical data in unstructured formats. The unstructured formats may vary from simple excel sheets to free text word documents. Free text words documents are especially used in storing clinical data associated with specimen. Often these free text records are manually extracted from hospital information systems. This practice of sharing data is not effective if there are multiple biobanks involved. In integrating clinical information from the National biobank of Korea, thirty-one common data elements are associated with all types of diseases. However, five out of thirty-one common data elements could not be integrated automatically as they are in free text format which seems to be a major problem in integrating data from multiple systems\[17\].

3.2. Recommendations

The first step toward ensuring that biorepositories can share data easily is to adopt best practices in gathering and storing the data. This goes hand in hand with the adoption of standardized bioinformatics solutions like caTissue software. Secondly, we must establish a more flexible common biorepository model. These recommendations would lead to the development of a flexible common biobanking data sharing framework.

3.2.1. Best practices in managing data

Recommendations on best practices for biorepositories, which includes data management methods, was published by the International Society of Biological and Environmental repositories (ISBER) and The National Cancer Institute, Office of Biorepositories and Biospecimens Research (NCI-OBBR)\[25, 36, 37\]. There are a number of good commercial databases available that meet the ISBER and OBBR recommendations\[3\]. Some of the databases are certified by ISBER biobanking community. There are also several databases from commercial vendors which participated in best practice implementation initiatives by the National Institute of Health, USA. Ardini et al. clarified that it is easy to share specimen data if the data is gathered, stored and managed using best practices \[25, 36, 37\]. By following the best practices in data collection, storage and management, the overall performance of biorepository as a unit might also improve\[36\].

3.2.2. Adopting caTissue biobanking software

caTissue software has been developed by the National Cancer Institute as an open source reference system to manage biorepositories and support biospecimens science\[15, 16\]. caTissue is a web-based application.
specifically developed by taking data sharing challenges into consideration. Those principles include role based security, UML driven architecture, and semantically annotated, reusable data elements that leverage standardized vocabularies and ontologies[16]. External systems can be integrated with the caTissue easily. Components that help caTissue interact and exchange data with external systems can also be easily developed. The data models and UML model are the underlying components that provides the basis for connectivity across multiple biobanks. If all biobanks in a network are using caTissue software it is very easy to share the data between biobanks by adding a few additional components on top of the data model & UML model components. The caTissue system also provides a standardized compliant API for accessing domain-object data, which can be utilized by other biorepository systems to access and search on annotations data easily[38].

3.2.3. Common Biorepository Model (CBM)

The Common Biorepository Model (CBM) allows existing commercial and open source biorepository systems to share data for research. It also allows a search for specimens within and across repositories. CBM is capable of reducing the time and effort required by a researcher to locate specimens and it only shares summary level data[3]. This model was developed by the community as part of caBIG initiative led by the National Cancer Institute. The model was adopted by several vendors and carried out various pilot studies. The model in its current state doesn’t capture all the data of a specimen. However, this model can be easily extended[13, 39]. It is also identified from our literature search that various studies and programs have reused the CBM.

3.2.4. Use existing vocabularies & terminologies

In terms of vocabularies or ontologies, existing standards under the UMLS umbrella can be leveraged for biorepositories and biospecimens science (e.g. MeSH, NCIt, LOINC, and SNOMED) [25, 36, 40]. As such, we believe that there is no need to develop new vocabulary standards or ontologies. Well annotated specimens are important for research and annotations made using standard vocabularies play vital role in sharing data between multiple biorepositories. The ambiguity of context in the annotated data can be easily resolved. The usage of existing vocabularies and standards does not only apply to the specimen annotations data but it could also apply to any other supplementary data associated with the specimen. For example, specimens sometimes are also associated with imaging data and by using appropriate standards the imaging data can be easily interpreted by researchers who are not imaging experts.

3.2.5. Adopt centralized systems

The solution proposed for standardizing a number of local databases with disparate formats in disparate systems at multiple sites with different workflows, was to develop a centralized scientific data management system. This centralized system would bring together information from disparate sources, transform the data into a uniform format (conform with standardized data element definitions) and load the data into the Central Data Warehouse (CSW) where analysis could be performed[4]. One concern for this is that standardizing data before it is entered into the database is time consuming. The process of extracting, transforming and loading can be very resource intensive. However, adopting centralized systems doesn’t address the problem at a global level. Adopting centralized systems is more suitable for biorepositories which are part of a network with rigid structures in management that has no change in scope and function.

3.2.6. Data and Meta data standards from caBIG program

The National Cancer Institute (NCI) commissioned the cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid (caBIG) program in 2004 which deals with creating the technical and sociological infrastructure that enables interoperability between health information systems created in a federated environment. caBIG was built upon 4 components to achieve interoperability, interface integration, information models, controlled terminology and common data elements. Common data elements is a semantic component, describing the recorded data and the context in which the data is recorded[18]. As part of this program, several data and metadata standards are developed to define data elements in the biomedical field. Even though these standards are based on a model-driven architecture, they can be easily reused and extended to suit the needs of the biobanking community. For example, caTIES functions within the
context of caBIG to enable interoperability between other cancer research systems\cite{33}. caTIES component extract information from free text pathology reports and load this information into caTissue standards. Similarly, other related components used in sharing data should leverage on existing data and metadata standards to achieve interoperability.

### 3.2.7. Establish flexible CDE frameworks

It is impossible to create any standard terminology of CDE that meets the requirement of the global biomedical research and care delivery community, but identification of the core data elements for aggregation of specific classes of data and an agreement upon a harmonized means of capturing this data is essential. Involvement of relevant communicates and harmonized standards is needed in order for an appropriate sense of ownership to exist\cite{18}. Establishing a flexible CDE framework, which allows researchers and biorepository staff to customize, can play a vital role in addressing data sharing challenges. The CDE framework should accommodate the growing needs of the biobanking community and researchers accessing the biorepositories.

### 4. Discussion

There have been an increasing number of national and statewide initiatives aimed at supporting the development of tissue banks promoting the sharing of tissue and data resources. At present, multiple institute participation is a feature of several tissue banks including the Cooperative Prostate Cancer Tissue Resource (CPCTR), Pennsylvania Cancer Alliance for Bioinformatics Consortium (PCABC), Cooperative Breast Cancer Tissue Resource (CBCTR), Cooperative Human Tissue Network (CHTN), Cancer Family Registries (CFR), and the Early Detection Research Network (EDRN). The technique and means of data and tissue collection vary in each biorepository, although many of these multi-institutional collaborations have been compelled to develop principles for sharing data with other groups due to the pressing need for well annotated tissues that can be re-annotated with experimental data\cite{38}. Some of these projects are discussed below from a data sharing perspective.

The NCI Cooperative Prostate Cancer Tissue Resource (CPCTR) is a progressive project that has previously discussed formative and infrastructural issues (i.e. organization issues, procurement issues, IRB issues) related to its initial activities for marketing the large number of annotated prostate cancer specimens to potential investigators\cite{6, 22}. The CPCTR project is a good candidate for discussion about data sharing between biorepositories. The group's work describing the process of developing common data elements for prostate cancer tissues laid the foundation for much of the CPCTRs central database. In a edition, by demonstrating how to implement the open access, the Tissue Microarray Data Exchange Specification allowed the Resource to share and merge data with other tissue microarray (TMA) files or link to data contained in external biological databases\cite{6}. CPCTR have several common data elements to annotate tissue samples collected. They include patient-level demographics and clinical history data. They also include pathology details of specimen to describe the cancer staging, grading and other characteristics of individual surgical pathology cases; tissue block-level annotation critical to managing a virtual inventory of cases and facilitating case selection; patient level clinical outcome data including treatment; biochemical (prostate specific antigen values) and clinical recurrence; and vital status.

In the CPCTR project the process of developing CDEs typically involves many individuals and can take up to several months to arrive at a draft that is based on a complete consensus among those involved. In the case of CPCTR there were pathologists, urologists, cancer registrars, data managers, and cancer researchers from five major medical centers and the NCI Cancer Diagnosis Program who provided input and approved changes to the developing CDEs along the process of adopting the initial version. In this process, it was essential to 1) include experts from multiple disciplines, 2) consider the works of others creating similar CDEs, and/or 3) consider established standards when available. This communication describes the significance of cross domain collaboration for successful data sharing standards. However, the same communication process can delay or extend the project timelines.

The GenomEUtwin project linked patients using a de-identified system, assigning a unique randomized
The National Mesothelioma Virtual Bank is also another good example which uses common data elements to integrate its databases, and they only include de-identified data entered through a web portal[12]. The problem is incorporating patient data from multiple sources with de-identified data, this is resolved by linking common patient identifiers or health information. Although, errors still occur due to the absence of specific identifiers unique to the patients[11, 12, 38]. It can be inferred from both above discussed projects that researchers are not able to leverage on latest technologies mainly due to the legal, ethical and social issues surrounding collection and distribution of human biospecimens[6, 28, 41]. Patients participating in research are not aware of finer details of how their data is handled and not all patients might understand the technicalities involved in handling data like de-identification. This also encourages few patients to deny consent to share their data because they are confident about data governance policies of biorepositories.

Many institutions currently use labor intensive manual processes to identify cases from archived tissue collections and legacy databases. Various tools are used to integrate data. First, de-identified data is electronically recorded. Reports are then parsed into fields or chunks specified in a preferred XML scheme. Third, text is au to coded so all medical concepts in text receive a code derived from a standard unencumbered vocabulary[6, 22]. When the same tools and processes are not used by another partner biorepository, it is very hard to share data. Local data collection methods vary at each institution based on personnel. Some have cancer registers, while others have registry systems. Also, CDE’s definitions and associated metadata need to be clearly understood: i) what the fundamental definition of the data element is (i.e., date of diagnosis), ii) how that data element will be collected (e.g. 11/2003 vs. Nov. 2003 vs. 11/03, etc), iii) what is the consensus on acceptable values or codes are for the data element (e.g., precise date of birth, not calculated from clinical records where the "patient appears to be a well-developed 75 year old"), and iv) what the acceptable data format is for inclusion into the central database (e.g., dates as integers not character strings). A shared biorepositories informatics approach avoids these issues in a consortium of biorepositories[28].

Most tissue bank databases which contain clinical data generally lack the ability to exchange information in a common format (syntactic interoperability), and the ability to understand and use the information once it is received by other systems (semantic interoperability). Another problem is the panoply of ways that similar or identical concepts or data are described by different users even within the same institution as well as across institutions. For example, a data element called "grade of tumor" can be collected using various formats (e.g. some collect "grade-1, grade-2, and grade-3" vs. others who collect "low grade, intermediate grade, and high grade"). Such inconsistency in data descriptors makes it nearly impossible to aggregate and manage even modest-sized data sets in order to perform basic queries[3, 38]. As a result, these systems are neither uniform nor flexible. They are incapable of performing exchange or sharing of information, as unambiguous interpretation of the information is not possible without semantic and syntactic interoperability.

5. Conclusion

Over the past decade, researchers have developed or initiated various projects to implement and improve existing biorepository data standards. The vocabularies, data exchange formats, ontologies and object models for
biospecimens are developed. Given the strength and coverage of existing standards and community efforts, there is no apparent need to develop new data models, data exchange formats, vocabularies, ontologies, or guidelines for systems to support biospecimens science. Rather, existing standards from public databases, biological and biomedical investigations, programs like caBIG and CDISC can be leveraged, extended, integrated and in some cases refactored. Data should be exchangeable across multiple national and international sites in a secure and reliable manner. Worldwide biobanking community indicated that biobanks should agree on minimum data sets that are interchangeable between biobanks and identify the complete ontology and multi-lingual definitions of the data set. Common data elements must only include data that is de-identified to protect patient privacy[24]. And it must be built in a way to accommodate the ever-evolving requirements of participants and users of biobanks [7, 26, 41].
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